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1. SDP Memo Disclaimer
The SDP memos are designed to allow the quick recording of investigations and research
done by members of the SDP. They are also designed to raise questions about parts of the
SDP design or SDP process. The contents of a memo may be the opinion of the author, not
the whole of the SDP.
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6. Introduction
Logging and Monitoring are the eyes and ears of a platform, without which developers,
administrators and end users are essentially flying blind with respect to troubleshooting service
issues. As the scale of the infrastructure increases, the need for automation, and intelligent tools
goes up to cope with the ever increasing deluge of information generated by the platform and
applications. This situation reaches another level of complexity again with HPC, where the
frequency of progress reporting, debug information, and telemetry increases in step with the
pace, distribution, and scale of computation.
This is exactly the situation that the SDP falls into, with a minimum estimated cluster size of
1500, a wide and varied workload of applications, and PFLOP scale.
The objectives of this document are to review what options there are for supporting the SDP for
monitoring and logging, proposing a reference implementation, and then verifying the suitability
of the technology solution with testing.
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8. Executive Summary
Monitoring and Logging creates a significant overhead on any platform - a rule of thumb
estimate for a typical web based application environment is 10-15%. The SDP is not a
typical environment, so estimations of resource requirements for monitoring and logging are
broad, and due to the current unpredictability of pipeline workflows, will vary widely from this
baseline. HPC applications often have detailed logging and telemetry requirements at all
layers from the hardware up to the orchestration layer, which will likely exceed typical web
based applications by some margin. These overheads will be emphasised during
commissioning phases for any new pipeline component where increased debugging and
resolution of logging and monitoring will be required. As is the nature of high performance
large scale computing - problems appear, disappear and change at different levels of scale
and workload. While it would be hoped that the vast majority of problems can be identified
at small scale, it should be assumed that some issues will not be able to be diagnosed until
tested at full scale. This will increase the pressure on a monitoring and logging solution to
be able to scale appropriately, but also to be low impact and isolated from the running
applications so as to provide the necessary information without distorting the operational
environment.

8.1. Requirements
Monitoring and logging within the context of the SDP will need to cover as a minimum the
components: Software Defined Infrastructure, Resource Management and Scheduling,
Execution Control and the multiple Execution Frameworks, as well as Delivery (of data products).
These components exhibit a wide ranging set of requirements defined by a mixture of COTS,
and bespoke software that will fill diverse niches from back office applications to high
performance real time calibration and imaging. Infrastructure support services that provide
monitoring and logging will need to be flexible, and scalable, but also efficient and cost effective
as small efficiencies/inefficiencies are amplified by the large number of components running
across an SDP size cluster.
It is currently planned that the SDP will adopt a Container based implementation strategy. This
approach will put specific demands and constraints on a Monitoring and Logging solution, as
Containerisation has an influence on the architectural style of software development. The
chosen monitoring and logging solution should have native and efficient support for integrating
with this architecture.
The higher level abstraction that Container Orchestration solutions provide impact on
infrastructure design and by extension, support services solution architecture which includes
monitoring and logging. A canonical example of this is where CERN has recently deployed a
new OpenStack region on top of Kubernetes. This changes the focus of monitoring and logging
requirements at the node level away from tradition OS level server process telemetry to one that
is primarily concerned with observing containers. Whilst this has not done away with OS level
process requirements it has heavily reduced them. To take this even further, there are currently
Container Orchestration projects underway that use boot2docker as the foundation of a cluster1.
The aim of this is to turn every node process (apart from Docker itself) into a containerised
1

https://github.com/linuxkit/kubernetes
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process, including traditional OS level housekeeping processes. As this approach gains traction
then the associated redefinition of the node topology will consolidate logging and monitoring into
a single set of universal tools for instrumenting containers.

8.2. Options
The options considered covered the leading solutions available both dependent and independent
of the wider solution architecture of Platform Services. This includes solutions that are purely
focused on OpenStack, or Containerisation, and those that are exclusive to Monitoring, or
Logging, as well as those that cover both.
The options are:
●

●

●

●

●

Collectd - Is an old established metrics collection service with many plugins for
integration with specific applications and standards based metrics emitters. Typically,
data is stored in RRD files, but Collectd can forward telemetry to most other monitoring
tools such as logstash and fluentd.
Graylog - Is a log collection and analysis tool suite based on ElasticSearch for storage
and typically Fluentd for log collection. Graylog has a web frontend for analytics that
allows for intuitive searching of the centralised log data.
OpenStack Monasca - is one of the Operations Services monitoring components of
OpenStack. Its architecture is based on the standard OpenStack premise of providing a
multi-tenanted service that is delivered over HTTP REST based interfaces. Monascas
features include monitoring, events and alert management. Monasca uses ElasticSearch
and Logstash (from ElasticStack) for providing the log acquisition and storage, and
Apache Storm for event processing. Monasca has dependencies on proprietary software
at the SDP scale.
Prometheus - is a pull based open source metrics and alerting solution that is based on
modified LevelDB. It is strong on container infrastructure monitoring, and works on a
hierarchical scaling model of federated Prometheus instances. Prometheus is integrated
with Grafana for analysis and visualisation.
ElasticStack - is the foundation of other monitoring and logging solutions (eg. Graylog
and Monasca), based on LogStash (ingestion), ElasticSearch (storage), and Kibana
(analytics frontend). This flexible architecture is used for both logging and monitoring.

Standards compliance and support is an important aspect of the log and telemetry ingestion as
the majority of existing applications, services, hardware drivers, and collectors are based on de
facto industry standards such as:
●
●

logging - Syslog RFC5424, Systemd, and JSON
Monitoring - SNMP, BMP, IPMI, collectd, statsd

There are also some notable emerging industry standards including ProtoBuf, and Prometheus
CDEF.
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Solution

Standards
Compliant

Collector

ETL

Storage

Visualisation

Monitoring

Logging

Independent

Collectd

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Graylog

-

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

OpenStack
Monasca

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes - Grafana

Yes

Yes

No

Prometheus

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes - Grafana

Yes

No

Yes

ElasticStack

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes - Kibana &
Grafana

Yes

Yes

Yes

8.3. Reference implementation
As with all core Platform Services, Monitoring and Logging is critical infrastructure that will cover
a wide range of use cases and will have a high replacement cost in the event of not meeting all
the varied requirements. The choice of the ElasticStack for the reference implementation reflects
this challenge as it will deliver the greatest flexibility, efficiency, reliability and scalability of the
options investigated.
The proposed monitoring and logging solution based on ElasticStack for the SDP is designed to
follow the pattern of the existing distributed Compute Island concept. The messages are
buffered at the island level and then again at the cluster level to enable spikes in load to be
absorbed without saturating the core ElasticSearch database. This is important for providing a
centralised and global access to all captured logging and metrics data.
The two stage buffer is implemented via a Kafka message queue that is inserted at the island
level and also at the cluster level following a Log Based Architecture [RD2] design pattern. This
achieves three things:
●

●

●

The load within a compute island is isolated and levelled by the local queue - any local
surge is confined to that island and will not drown out any other island or other
observations processing independently
Traffic can be prioritised e.g.: metrics can be given a fast lane as well as different classes
of log messages so that even when spikes in traffic are happening the crucial diagnostic
data still gets through
The Kafka message queuing architecture is designed for resilience and failure. The
Kafka cluster at the island level and the cluster level is fault tolerant and horizontally
scalable in itself but also acts as a buffer for the central ElasticSearch storage engine,
which could be completely taken off-line without data loss if necessary.

The discrete nature of the components along with standards compliance coupled with the
buffering solution will help future proof the architecture. This will make it possible to swap out or
introduce new components independently and minimise the disruption to the system as a whole.
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Figure 1 - Logging and metrics capture solution

This reference implementation is a balance of the most robust and scalable solution for the least
number of agent components with the greatest coverage of supported telemetry and
instrumentation standards.
All logging and metric data is retained in one place for the ease of analysis and correlation, and a
reduction of management and maintenance costs.

8.4. Recommendation
The summary recommendation is:
● Logging and Monitoring should be a push based approach to enable all interacting
components to have free reign on the frequency and pattern of collection - light touch
client centric integration
● Integrated with a generalised log based architecture approach to give mechanisms to
deal with platform life-cycle management and control/isolation of major events and
problems across the platform
● Adopt the proposed reference implementation which favours a native ElasticStack
deployment, coupled with a multi-stage Kafka queuing mechanism
The reference implementation based on the ElasticStack should be adopted for both
monitoring and logging within the SDP. By reducing the solution to a single toolset that will
support the widest range of collectors and standards, the SDP will reduce overheads in
terms of operational management and computing resource, and retain a reasonable level of
confidence that the solution is future proof for the foreseeable future.
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Given the expected investment in Openstack, there is the option of having the core
components (ElasticSearch, Apache Kafka, OpenStack control plane integration) delivered
by OpenStack Monasca. However, the benefits of the reference architecture will only be
realised if the Monasca collection API overheads (auth, tenant, HTTP), batching strategies,
and agent services can be circumvented. This is required because these features create
unnecessary overheads, a greater possibility of critical logging data loss, and reduced
compatibility and support for existing non-Monasca collection agents/frameworks. Reduced
compatibility increases the investment required in custom collection agents and integrations.
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9. Monitoring and Logging for the SDP
Monitoring and logging within the context of the SDP will be driven to a large degree by the
requirements of the selected technology solutions for the key platform services components for:
●
●
●
●
●

Software defined infrastructure management
Infrastructure support services
Resource management and scheduling
Execution Control
Execution Frameworks

These components form the fundamental technical solution of the SDP platform that will provide
the operating environment for all SDP services from TM integration through to the imaging
pipelines, as well as back office services.
They have wide ranging requirements from a software and services support perspective; this in
turn puts pressure on infrastructure support services for monitoring and logging, to be flexible,
and scalable whilst also being efficient and cost effective.
The overheads are especially important when considering that application logging and monitoring
at full resolution can be in the order of 10-15%.
It is currently planned that the SDP will adopt a Container based implementation strategy. This
approach will put specific demands and constraints on a Monitoring and Logging solution, as
Containerisation has an influence on the architectural style of software. For example, at a high
level, the container engine, and the OS to container interface are specific components that
require monitoring, and it is typical to design containerised components to log directly to
STDERR and STDOUT. A successful monitoring and logging solution should have native
support for integrating with this architecture.
Containerisation and the higher level abstractions of Resource Management and Scheduling
have been investigated as part of developing the “SDP Memo: 051 - Cloud Native applications
on the SDP architecture” memo [RD1]. As part of this work, it was necessary to investigate,
design and implement a logging and monitoring solution. Within this, Monitoring and Logging
have been separated into two distinct concerns. Monitoring involves instrumenting the platform
services components (described above), and collecting metrics with a view to reporting on
performance and the generation of alerts. Logging is the collection of time based activity
information emitted by the 5 components that would form the basis for failure and performance
diagnostics.
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10. Chemistry of Monitoring and Logging Solutions
Solutions for monitoring and logging follow a similar architectural design pattern to general
Analytics solutions which are typically broken into ingestion, storage, and analysis components
(reporting, visualisation).

10.1. Ingestion
Ingestion encompasses the ETL (Extraction, Transformation, and Loading) functions in the data
acquisition processing pipeline.
For metrics, this is typically covered by an agent application sitting on the compute node that
records a running commentary on metric values such as counts, gauges, status changes, and
cumulative values. At predetermined intervals these values are harvested - either pushed, or
pulled depending on what the delivery mechanism is.
For logs, this is usually one or more agent (aggregator) applications that act as sinka for
application and service generated logs that are then forwarded on to the next stage of
processing.
In both cases, the data can be iteratively rendered into a state that is ready to be passed on to
the storage engine. Because both (logging in particular) can be "bursty" in nature (adhoc periods
of intense load), a message queuing mechanism can be used to create a buffer between the
aggregator and the renderer, and also between the renderer and the storage engine. This kind
of architecture protects subsequent ingestion steps (transformations) and the storage engine
from saturation and loss of data.

10.2. Storage
Storage is typically focused on high dimensional time-series oriented data that often ages rapidly
meaning that the most current data in minutes, hours and days are the most important and
highest resolution. As the data ages, aggregation becomes a priority as exposing operational
trends becomes more important. Within this pattern, data is aggregated and detail is purged
typically over a timeframe of weeks to months.

10.3. Analytics
Analytics revolves around the capability to interactively interrogate and visualise the data as a
(near) real time stream. This has several different audiences with differing requirements:
●
●
●
●

telescope operations and scheduling - need to understand pipeline progress, platform
capacity and availability
application developers - performance analysis and tuning of pipelines, and diagnostics
operational support - monitoring health and responsiveness of the platform, diagnostics
operational management - trends and capacity planning

There is also a special case that cuts across all of the application, systems, and infrastructure
support systems - these are responsive alerting, notifications and problem escalation.
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11. Logging Standards
It is difficult to select a single standard for logging that will encompass all future requirements,
however there are some guiding principles that can be used:
●
●
●
●

What tools and trends are available for application development frameworks
What standards are used at the OS level for processes and services
What are the most generic non-restrictive encoding/serialisation standards available
What log storage and processing tools, and engines are there

Within these guiding principles, 3 options have been considered:
●
●
●

syslog
systemd
JSON

11.1. syslog
The lowest common denominator is Syslog RFC54242. This minimally has the following format:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Priority
PriorityValue
Version
Hostname
AppName
AppID
ProcID
MsgID
Timestamp
Message (UTF-8 MSG)

This is well supported in all programming languages anticipated to be used in the SDP (C, C++,
Python, Java, R, Perl, Bash), and is the standard logging mechanism supported by Container
based virtualisation frameworks such as Docker, as well as every UNIX based service that is
integrated with the init process3 (initd, upstart, systemd).

11.2. systemd - Journal
Many linux flavours are moving to a systemd4 (Ubuntu, Debian, RedHat, CentOS, CoreOS)
based process management system. Instead of using a text based logfile format such as syslog
RFC5424, the journal system logs to a database file that is circular.
The field structure is similar to syslog 5 , effectively a compatible but extended dataset, with the
advantages provided in the log management and the intelligent query capabilities of the journalctl
interface.

2

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5424
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Init
4
https://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/Software/systemd/
5
https://www.freedesktop.org/software/systemd/man/systemd.journal-fields.html
3
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11.3. JSON
With the advent of Document Oriented Databases 6 and the prevalence of the use of JSON 7 as a
storage format and/or by API, there has been an associated rise in the use of JSON as the
exchange and storage format for logs. This has been exemplified by Elasticsearch where logs
are POSTed to the server in JSON format and stored that way with associated indexes
generated from the fields within. The lack of a fixed schema allows mixed logs to be stored in
the same indexes and for the structure of the logging information to change and grow seamlessly
over time.

11.4. Data Structure Matters
Log data structure matters because with more structured logging formats, greater semantic
meaning can be passed to the logging analytics solution (discussed later) where deeper
understanding can be mined out of the data. This is evident when comparing the journald output
and syslog formats where even in the simple case journald provides the execution uid/gid and
the unit involved as well as the standard error level hostname etc.
JSON is an ideal format for carrying this variable structured data making it possible to still
leverage the standards of syslog as a practical minimum operation standard, but to flexibly
augment that data with additional context relevant to individual applications. This will give the
end user greater opportunity to extract meaning from the captured data.

11.5. Logging Solutions and Containerisation
As discussed in “SDP Memo: 051 - Cloud Native applications on the SDP architecture” memo
[RD1], a candidate for the Container Engine solution is Docker. The Container Engine choice
carries with it a number of predefined standards and supported solutions for logging in the form
of drivers that are integrated with the Docker Engine. These fall into roughly two categories standards compliant such as syslog, journald (systemd) and those that are aligned with a tool-set
such as ElasticStack, GELF, Fluentd, and AWSLogs.
When designing a solution for logging with Docker there are two considerations. How to
aggregate logs and do forensic examination at scale (across the cluster), and how to do forensic
examination at the atomic level (node). Docker provides the direct tools for examining logs via
the 'docker logs <container>' command. However, docker logs inspection only works with the
standard json-file driver (the default), and with the journald driver. All other drivers destroy the
local log copies. Common systems administration and developer experience shows that there is
a distinct advantage to retaining local managed log copies as well as shipping logs. This gives
the system engineers a backup solution if for whatever reason logging has failed to ship. There
is always the possibility that the reason for the failure to ship logs could also be the reason for
application/service failure (network connectivity, CPU saturation, etc.).
Given that journald is an OS level managed logging solution where as json-file is not (log rotation
etc. needs to be implemented separately), this makes journald the logical choice. However, this
does not solve the log shipping problem. To do this there are two further options:
●
6
7

Ship journald logs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document-oriented_database
http://www.json.org/
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●

Use a secondary logging mechanism such as FileBeat

Shipping journald logs should be the preference as all OS level services can be channelled to
this single mechanism, however there is some value that is lost here with the current
implementation of the log driver in Docker. The issue is that when the journald driver is selected
the extended container metadata values are not passed to the logging output. This is missing
important logging enrichment data as container labels are routinely used to describe resource
capabilities of nodes, and for classification of jobs and services - all information that would be
valuable in log aggregation.
Elastic FileBeat (a log collector for the ElasticStack) has been extended to not only harvest
/var/log files, but also the standard log output of Docker containers. This has been extended
further with an additional plugin that augments the harvested output with Kubernetes metadata,
covering both container level and container orchestration level reporting.
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12. Log Analytics Solutions
Logging solutions need to consider:
●
●
●

ingestion - is the set of tools and implementation patterns that enable logs/messages to
be exported and forwarded to the storage engine
storage - the data warehousing solution that stores, curates, and indexes the message
data
retrieval - the query and visualisation layer over the storage that will enable analysis of
the aggregate data

The two leading open source logging solutions are:
●
●

GrayLog
ElasticStack

Both of these solutions are based on using ElasticSearch as the distributed database backend.
Both solutions are not tied to a specific infrastructure management solution such as OpenStack,
AWS, Azure, or GCP.
As a quick feature comparison:
Feature

GrayLog

ElasticStack

Storage

ElasticSearch

ElasticSearch

Authentication
& ACL

Builtin, can use LDAP. Has
MongoDB backend

Available through X-Pack

Alerting

Builtin

Available through X-Pack

Visualisation

Builtin

Kibana (builtin) and Grafana supported

Ingestion

Primarily supports syslog and
GELF formats can integrate
with Fluentd.

Multi-tier architecture with Logstash
with a myriad of plugins for different
sources (including fluentd) and Beats
for log shipping.

Transformation

Processing pipelines transform
messages.

Logstash applies filters, routers and
message transformations

Table 1 - Graylog, ElasticStack feature comparison
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12.1. ElasticStack Log Ingestion
Designing for a scalable solution:

Figure 2 - Scalable ElasticStack architecture

ElasticStack can reasonably scale to 300k/s events currently and could be pushed a lot further
depending on factors such as:
●
●
●
●
●

hardware available - current testing has not exhausted the capacity of the P3 prototyping
resources
Index replication factors (durability requirements)
index sizes
message (document) size
Index bulk loading strategies

12.2. Sizing
All of the following figures are ballpark estimates. A more thorough estimation process is
required based on more detailed knowledge of the SDP Pipeline platform sizing, and the
telemetry output requirements of the pipeline processes. However, the following is designed to
give a strong indication of what is possible.

12.2.1. Storage Requirements
Estimating log storage requirements is difficult as it is not possible to know what the logging and
metrics collection requirements are yet for the SDP or what the average message size is,
however we can make some guesses based on known parameters of an observation and
formulate a starting point:
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Parameter

Value

Length

6 hours (21,600 secs)

Compute Nodes

1500 (may vary widely from 1500 to 5000)

Log messages

100/s/node

Metrics

100/s/node

Table 2 - Logging and Monitoring storage requirements

Index space requirements for ElasticSearch are estimated8 at 46.5MB/300k (set deflate
compression no _all, and average record size 225 bytes).
The estimated space required for the entire observation is ((((1500 * 21600 * (100 + 100)) /
300000) * 36.5) / 1024) 770GB (1024 convert MB to GB) for a total of 6480 million messages.
There are a number of parameters that can have a dramatic effect on this. It is common practice
for metrics collection to be performed at a much lower resolution in the order of 10-15 second
intervals. This will have negligible effect on performance counters as they continue collecting in
the agent and it is just the sampling interval that is extended. There is uncertainty around the
node numbers required which are driven by the CSP to SDP data ingest capacity as well as the
SDP processing pipeline load. The combined effect of these parameters could change the
storage requirements by a factor of approximately 10 in either direction (lowering the metrics
collection rate is a reduction of a factor of 3 by itself).
Assuming a months (24hr operation for 28 days) worth of logs and metrics are required and there
is a replication factor of 1 then this is in the order of 84TB of storage. This will need to be raw
direct attached storage to meet the likely performance requirements of 1 million m/s and does not
include any overhead and management space required (25% is a rough guide to enable
relocation of indices).
To improve these calculations a refinement of the input parameters of cluster size, metrics
collected, metric frequency, and log record profile and frequency is required.

8

https://www.elastic.co/blog/elasticsearch-storage-the-true-story-2.0
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12.2.2. Processing Requirements
Based on 1M messages/sec:
LogStash:
●
●
●

Cores: 1280
RAM: 2560GB
Approximately 80 nodes @ 16cores/32GB RAM (could be one per rack including a
message queue (perhaps Redisa separate Kafka) = 150 @8cores/16GBRAM with 6.6K
m/s)

Message Queue:
Kafka: Is the only currently available message queue that can handle the necessary high
message rates.
Sizing the persistent message queue has its own difficulties as there are a number of use cases
that it can possibly fill:
●
●

●

load balancing - absorbing the spikes in message throughput from the entire compute
cluster
permanent buffer - a mechanism for holding incoming logs and messages so that the
ElasticStack cluster can be off-lined in part or whole (logstash or ElasticSearch
components)
Store/forward messages for publish subscribe in a log based architecture

It is likely that a minimum cluster of 3 nodes each (replication factor 3) will be required:
●
●

64GB RAM, 16 Cores
4 x 6TB SSD drives

The key factors in Kafka linear scaling is the number of drives for parallel writes and the network
bandwidth. It will be crucial that the real bandwidth required is calculated for the independent
management network that logging will need to sit on as 1e6 m/s @250 bytes/message is
approximately 1.86GB/s on the producer side (approximately the same again on the consumer
side). This will also be tripled by the replication on the cluster (replication factor 3).
The above cluster size will give approximate 24 hours of buffering (allow 20% overhead).

ElasticSearch:
●
●
●

Machines should be 64 GB RAM, and 16 cores (bigger machines have Java heap size
issues).
Replication factor 1
10 servers with approx. 10 x 6TB drives RAID-0.

This will get more complicated when maintenance is considered as sharding and replication
placement needs to be factored in for downtime. It is unlikely that the default replication factor of
1 (increase to N=3 as a minimum and use RAID-0) is sufficient to give adequate fault tolerance
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and flexibility in this respect, but this could also be dependent on the durability requirements for
logging and metric data.

12.3. OpenStack Monasca
Monasca is one of the Operations Services monitoring components of OpenStack. Its
architecture is based on the standard OpenStack premise of providing a multi-tenanted service
that is delivered over HTTP REST based interfaces. Monascas features include monitoring,
events and alert management. Monasca uses ElasticSearch and Logstash (from ElasticStack)
for providing the log acquisition and storage, and Apache Storm for event processing. Events
are channeled through Apache Kafka as a workload buffer in the same way as the reference
implementation (discussed in section 17).
Monasca requires Vertica or InfluxDB for the metrics database. Both of these have proprietary
elements which would concern the SKA at SDP scale where licenses would be required for the
extended replication and scalability features.
The Monasca agent has a limited set of integrations9, and does not have a framework in place for
tapping into the resources of other monitoring solutions such as those provided by ElasticStack,
Prometheus, and SNMP.
Within OpenStack, Monasca is geared to a multi-tenant environment using a web services based
interface for collection. This means that all interactions with the service including data
acquisition, must be authenticated and ACL tested against the Keystone API, and must be
partitioned (logically) by tenant. This works well in a non-HPC multi-project environment,
however this is an architectural concern for the SDP, where the telemetry is sub-second high
frequency and the protocol is not optimised. Multi-tenancy is not a current requirement and
partitioning can be adequately covered by Container Orchestration - for example Kubernetes has
namespaces, access control and can enforce configuration and parameterisation of workloads.
Monasca is relatively new, and may evolve sufficiently over the next 3-5 years, however the cost
of scaling is still an issue, along with the above design limitations.
A considerable amount of work has been carried out in integrating OpenStack Monasca with the
P3 Alaska Prototype system in support of the SIP prototyping work. This work has been reported
on separately within the Memo: SDP Memo 068: P3-ALaSKA Monitoring & Logging Prototyping
Report [RD03].

9

https://github.com/openstack/monasca-agent/blob/master/docs/Plugins.md
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Figure 3 - Monasca architecture 10

Given the expected investment in Openstack, there is the option of having the core
components (ElasticSearch, Apache Kafka, OpenStack control plane integration) delivered
by OpenStack Monasca. However, the benefits of the reference architecture will only be
realised if the Monasca collection API overheads (auth, tenant, HTTP), batching strategies,
and agent services can be circumvented. This is required because these features create
unnecessary overheads, a greater possibility of critical logging data loss, and reduced
compatibility and support for existing non-Monasca collection agents/frameworks. Reduced
compatibility increases the investment required in custom collection agents and integrations.

10

source https://monasca.io/docs/architecture.html
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13. Monitoring Standards
Monitoring protocol standards are roughly divided between industry hardware related, and those
driven by IETF standards mainly for network related management and monitoring.
Industry Hardware led:
●
●
●
●

Hard drives - SMART disk drive status
Baseboard - IPMI any peripheral status reported to the BMC eg: fan, temperature, power,
OS status etc.
DMTF - ASF (can use SNMP) mainly standards for sub-OS control
Metrics2.0 - metrics exchange format

IETF:
●
●

SNMP - monitoring messages network protocol
BMP - Border Gateway Monitoring protocol

Outside of this, there is a considerable wealth of standardisation that has happened through
"stealth" based on the adoption rate of popular software packages that operate in the collector
and ingest space eg:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

collectd - metrics collector
statsd - metrics aggregator
Prometheus metrics exporters
Logstash - log and metrics collectors
Fluentd - log and metrics collectors
Elastic Beats - log and metrics collectors
Cadvisor - container metrics

These tools gain their power from having plugins that integrate with the common monitoring
standards, as well as the common software solutions such as database engines, web servers,
core systems processes etc. They also have extensive support for language and framework
libraries for delivering user defined metrics which would be necessary for the custom Pipeline
applications (C, C++, Java, Python all supported).
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14. Monitoring Solutions
Of the many monitoring solutions available there are some key characteristics and requirements
of the SDP that limit these choices rapidly. These requirements are:
●
●
●
●
●

COTS software preferences
High transaction rates - 1M messages/s
Large numbers of time series (1500 nodes * 100 metrics * avg 5 tags) - 750K time series
Sub second sampling times (pipeline task level telemetry)
Use of Containerisation

Monitoring solutions are somewhat of a battle ground and in order to gain advantage most have
introduced translation layers so that metrics collected by one solution can be consumed by
another.
Solutions have two basic implementation models:
●
●

Metrics collectors push metrics into central storage
Central server pulls (or scrapes) metrics from HTTP based collector end-points

Push based solutions will harvest metrics and deliver them directly to the log ingest pipeline. The
frequency and delivery of metrics are the responsibility of the collector/s on the nodes. This
model allows finer grain time resolution of metrics collection as individual collectors can set the
frequency not limited by a central polling speed.
Pull based solutions are driven by the central service polling the collectors on the nodes at
predetermined intervals to harvest current metric values. The advantage of this model is that the
server is in control of harvesting so can insure that the central service is not DDOSed by the
collectors. However, the polling frequency is not practically possible at below 1s intervals.

14.1. Prometheus
Prometheus is a pull based open source solution. The main features are:
●
●
●
●
●

Containerised agents called exporters that harvest metrics and then wait to be "scraped"
by the Prometheus server
Alert Manager that listens for events and propagates notifications based on rules
Hierarchical scaling model for interconnected Prometheus instances
Time-series non-hierarchical database based on LevelDB
integration with Grafana for analysis and visualisation
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Figure 4 - Prometheus a
 rchitecture 11

14.1.1. Exporters
The metrics are exposed via two different supported formats - text, and protocol buffer. There
are client libraries for all the main programming languages. Prometheus has a wide range of
exporters covering:
●
●
●
●
●

OS level - process_exporter, and many service specific exporters eg: MySQL, Redis,
PostgreSQL, Kafka and many more
platform - node_exporter, IPMI, IoT, knxd, Unifi
Storage - Ceph, Gluster, Lustre
Monitoring systems - InfluxDB, SNMP, StatsD, JMX, Graphite, Collectd
cadvisor - a comprehensive exporter for container engine level metrics

14.2. ElasticStack
The same solution that is used for log ingestion, storage, and analytics can also be used for
monitoring. A clear advantage of this is that the same infrastructure, services, and skills can be
used for both requirements.
ElasticStack has a number of features that support the collection of metrics integrated with
Logstash:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

11

ElasticStack metrics collectors - Beats
Collectd interface, including cAdvisor collector
Raw JSON codec
SNMP traps
ZeroMQ Subscriber
Kafka
Docker and Kubernetes integration with the MetricBeat collect

source https://prometheus.io/docs/introduction/overview/
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ElasticStack enables buffering metrics ingestion via a message queue which is likely to be critical
for the scalability and maintainability of the SDP monitoring and logging solution.

14.3. InfluxDB
Is a highly scalable time-series database solution that fits well as a storage engine for a push
based metric aggregation solution. However, as mentioned for Monasca, the InfluxData
company behind InfluxDB has not open sourced the clustering solution for InfluxDB which would
be a mandatory requirement for the SDP scaling requirements.
InfluxDB uses Telegraf12 with it's own line protocol for metrics. Telegraf can be setup to work as
both a producer and consumer of metrics data using Kafka as a message queue in between.
Telegraf is a comprehensive monitoring agent including support for OS, Docker, SNMP and
IPMI.
InfluxDB is part of the TickStack - Telegraf (metrics collector), InfluxDB (time series database),
Chronograf (Analytics frontend) and Kapacitor (alert manager). Documentation for all these
products are limited, which casts doubt on the maturity of the offering as a whole. Chronograf
can be replaced with Grafana which has InfluxDB support.

12

https://github.com/influxdata/telegraf
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15. Analytics
15.1. Grafana
Grafana is a full featured time-series visualisation tool, that also enables saving queries as alerts.

Figure 5 - example Grafana Metrics dashboard
Creating dashboards are intuitive and easy, and Grafana also supports multiple data sources
including Prometheus, InfluxDB, ElasticSearch, OpenTSDB, and CloudWatch(AWS). However,
Grafana is not a text mining tool, so while it is strong on the monitoring side it is not adequate on
the log analysis side.
Grafana has an extensive range of community supplied plugins13.

15.2. Kibana
Kibana is the Analytics workbench that comes with the ElasticStack. In the latest 6.x release
series the Discover, Visualize, and Dashboards components have been added which has
considerably strengthened the monitoring analysis side. This has been complemented with a
series of sample dashboards including Docker and Kubernetes which demonstrate the full stack
integration with Containerisation for logging and monitoring.

13

https://grafana.com/plugins
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Figure 6 - ElasticStack Docker Dashboard visualisation

The Kubernetes Dashboard is populated by data harvested from both the MetricsBeat Docker
plugin and the kube-state-metrics system Kubernetes Deployment.

Figure 7 - Sample Kubernetes Dashboard full stack integration

15.3. Log Analytics
Where Kibana excels is in text mining and log analytics. Backed by Elasticsearch, it lets the
user intuitively filter and visualise log data enabling the user to quickly zero in on events of
interest. The following query uses the Lucene syntax where a search is made for severity:err
AND message:dns (message contains DNS).
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Figure 8 - Kibana log queries
This query is performed against an index loaded using the rsyslog UDP forwarder to Logstash
using the JSON codec. This gives minimal handling of data, which will be important for overall
system performance at the volumes anticipated for the SDP.

15.4. Log Trail
Kibana has a number of contributed plugins14, one of which is LogTrail which effectively works as
tail+grep on an index.

Figure 9 - LogTrail index search for ARL logs deployed on Kubernetes
This is a valuable tool when monitoring for log events in real time.

14

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/kibana/current/known-plugins.html
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16. Alerting Solutions
The final part of the monitoring and logging puzzle is managing alerts. This is the process of
defining rules for parsing the monitoring data harvested and then using this to trigger notifications
through the appropriate escalation procedures for hardware or service outages or warning
thresholds.

16.1. Software Define Infrastructure - Monitoring OpenStack
It is almost certain that OpenStack will be selected as the Software Defined Infrastructure(SDI)
and Platform Management System (PMS) solution for the SDP.
Historically, monitoring solutions for infrastructure have expected the hardware to remain
relatively static, and to grow or change over time in a controlled way. This has lead to solutions
like Nagios and Icinga where the hosts and host groups are treated as static and alert generation
is based on the absence of hosts, services, or monitored service threshold breaches. The
picture required for the SDP does not fit this mould with:
●
●
●

Many compute nodes
Flexible host groups
Services and Hardware will be off-lined in adhoc patterns for maintenance and power
saving

In short, the environment will be highly dynamic, requiring the monitoring, and alerting solution to
be equally dynamic so as to understand what hardware and services should be available at any
given time.
OpenStack maintains an inventory of hardware (hardware is discovered using the Ironic
inspector), but this on its own is not sufficient to create a valid picture of the compute platform
state, as it will also be necessary to cross reference the inventory with the telescope observation
schedule and scheduling blocks directed by the Telescope Manager to determine what hardware
should be online and what needs to be actively monitored at any given point in time. This will
require a customised solution to bridge these custom scheduling components of the SDP.
For monitoring, OpenStack provides under the umbrella of OpenStack Telemetry Ceilometer,
Panko, Gnocchi, and Aodh.
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Figure 10 - OpenStack monitoring components 15
Some elements of OpenStack Telemetry services will be required as this is part of internal
OpenStack status reporting and event management. The Ceilometer pipelines (Ceilometer with
the Ironic plugin) can feed directly to a Kafka message queue, which can in turn be processed by
Logstash into ElasticSearch (or any other external monitoring solution). This can form part of the
SDP platform state monitoring solution that will be communicated with TM via a TANGO
interface. This will need to be syndicated with information from Execution Control, and Container
Orchestration services. It will form part of the feedback loop with TM for establishing the SDP
platform required state as dictated by TM.

16.2. Elasticsearch based Alert Systems
There are a few alerting solutions that use Elasticsearch as a backend:
●
●

Elastalert from Yelp
Xpack Alerting as a component of the X-Pack (proprietary plugins) from ElasticStack

Elastalert has has a 3rd party plugin for Kibana for the configuration of alerting rules, and has
broad ranging support for raising alerts with many service providers.
X-Pack Alerting also has good notification support and a comprehensive DSL for defining alerts,
schedules, conditions and actions. The most sophisticated chaining and scripting language
capabilities that will allow multiple queries from sources inside and outside of Elasticsearch to be
brought together to make an alerting decision. However, there is no UI currently available for
managing alerts so it must currently be done via the Elasticsearch REST API.

15

sourced https://docs.openstack.org/ceilometer/ocata/architecture.html
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16.3. Nagios and Icinga
Icinga216 is a fork of Nagios and has to a large degree superseded Nagios as the preferred Open
Source monitoring solution. Both of these solutions are aimed at detecting anomalies and
managing and raising alerts as opposed to providing data and visualisation of metric
performance data.
They are characterised by:
●
●
●

Designed more for a stable environment
Polls servers to run checks or sample 3rd party agents
Will be difficult to manage alerts in an environment that changes frequently

Given that nodes in the SDP compute cluster will be down often for legitimate reasons, it will be
necessary manage alerting at a consolidated layer where a map of the expected active cluster
layout is compared to the actual hardware, OS, and services state.

Figure 11 - Icinga2 web dashboard - auditing alert history
Of all the alerting solutions investigated, Icinga2 gives the most flexibility. However in order to
make this a reality it would be necessary to create custom plugins for the extraction of the
hardware catalogue from OpenStack as well as data from TM via TANGO, and Elasticsearch
monitoring indexes (assuming Elasticsearch is used). The custom plugins would then be able to
look at the entire cluster as a set of services, and time-limited processes so that alerting could be
meaningful.

16

https://www.icinga.com/
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17. Monitoring and Logging Reference Implementation
This section focuses on the design of an end to end monitoring and logging solution that can
scale to SDP requirements while supporting any of the existing Execution Framework candidates
and the surrounding Execution Control and resource scheduler.

17.1. Log Based Architecture
The proposed monitoring and logging solution for the SDP is designed to follow the pattern of the
distributed Compute Island, analogous to a Rack, concept which is engineered to meet the
embarrassingly parallel nature of the pipeline processing requirements. The overriding
characteristic of this is that large chunks of the processing happens in a highly distributed and
isolated fashion with the potential to be batched into predominantly independent units of work.
These units of work do not necessarily have to be scheduled concurrently, but produce results
that will ultimately be shared at cyclic intervals and aggregated up into the final deliverable
scientific data products.
With this in mind, the capture of monitoring and logging data also needs to follow this pattern to
allow for detail capture and flexible aggregation over an indeterminate and broken timeline.
The logging and metrics solution is based on ElasticStack with a buffering mechanism that is
based on a two step roll-up process from compute node to Rack level, and then from Rack level
to cluster level. The messages are buffered at the Rack level and then again at the cluster level
to enable spikes in load to be absorbed without saturating the core ElasticSearch repository.
The core repository will enable global access to all captured logging and metrics data.
It is estimated that the combined logging and metrics traffic will average approximately 1 million
messages/sec. When divided over 1500 compute nodes this equates to 650 messages/sec.
The Rack-level which can be up to 56 nodes giving approximately 35K messages/sec for a
compute island. If a major event happens (software errors etc.) then messaging may spike many
times this rate so it is important that these potential surges can be absorbed without loss. To
achieve this, a Kafka message queue is inserted at the Rack level and also at the cluster level
following a Log Based Architecture [RD2]. This achieves three things:
●

●

●

The load within a compute island is isolated and levelled by the local queue - any local
surge is confined to that Rack and will not drown out any other Rack or other
observations processing independently
Traffic can be prioritised e.g.: metrics can be given a fast lane as well as different classes
of log messages so that even when spikes in traffic are happening the crucial diagnostic
data still gets through
The Kafka message queuing architecture is designed for resilience and failure. The
Kafka cluster at the Rack level and the cluster level is fault tolerant and horizontally
scalable in itself but also acts as a buffer for the central ElasticSearch storage engine,
which could be completely taken off-line without data loss if necessary.
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Figure 12 - Logging and metrics capture solution

17.2. Node Level Metrics and Log Harvesting
Metrics and logs are captured on the compute nodes and pushed to logstash shippers residing in
the compute island management node. Logstash is a fully functioning ETL system for time
series data so log messages can be reshaped, filtered and augmented with relevant data before
being pushed onto a Kafka topic queue. This would include observation, batch, major/minor
cycle, step and task information to enable full traceability.
On each compute node, log data is forwarded from all services to the rsyslogd daemon. This is
configured to forward all messages formatted in a JSON packet to the Logstash shipper at the
Island level. This is a simple neat solution as syslog is the de facto standard for logging for all
Unix daemon processes, and even if a required service does not have automatic integration
custom configuration can be registered with rsyslogd to incorporate it so long as the application
has a predictable log file location and format.
A containerised application can either be written to communicate directly with syslog with
/dev/syslog mounted into the container, or can write logs directly to stdout and stderr. This
output can be captured and forwarded automatically to syslog via the Docker journald log driver.
The Docker container engine log driver also enables the messages to be augmented with
additional tag values such as the container id,name, image, and engine tags.
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Figure 13 - Metrics and logs collected at the compute node and shipped to the Island Manager
node
MetricBeat will collect the the core system and container related metrics and can be extended to
pick up custom metrics. This can work in tandem with Collectd which provides a comprehensive
interface for harvesting custom metrics from practically any source, as well as the extensive
standard source list. For any custom metrics eg: pipeline component specific metrics, it would be
reasonable to standardise application metrics design on the format used by Cadvisor and
Prometheus to expose metrics for harvest so that a generic collector can be used.

17.3. Rollup
Logs and metrics received into the Rack-level are buffered into the Compute Island Kafka
cluster. These messages can then move up to the central Kafka cluster prior to indexing in
ElasticSearch in one of two ways:
●
●

ARack-level LogStash shipper can read the Kafka message queue and further refine and
augment the messages before passing them onto the central Kafka message queue
For messages queues that are already formatted correctly and require no further
processing, Kafka MirrorMaker can be used to replicate the Rack-level message queue
in the most efficient way to the central Kafka message queue.

This two stage rollup enables isolation and air gaps between components so that load can be
managed efficiently.

17.4. Analytics and Alerting Capabilities
Within the Master Island the consolidated Kafka message queue cluster receives the metrics and
log messages forwarded from the Island messaging buffers. These logs and metrics are finally
reformatted, filtered and then inserted into the ElasticSearch indexes The double buffering from
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Island to Master enables smoothing of the load ensuring that the index cluster can still function
under heavy load for both ingest and search.
Kibana and Grafana are available for user driven inquiry. Both Grafana and Kibana are an
effective solution for creating predefined visualisations and dashboards and can handle mashing
together multiple data sources. Kibana is the most effective solution for user driven inquiry
especially for mining text logs which makes it ideal for debugging and event post-mortem
analysis.
For the provisioning of an API for external integration e.g. the Telescope Manager, Prometheus
and Icinga will expose metrics and state information at a summary level using the Text/ProtoBuf
protocol. This will enable a standards compliant web based interface to 3rd party applications
that is buffered from the ElasticSearch cluster ensuring that external reporting load does not
negatively impact on index performance.
Icinga is the leading Open Source alert management platform, however as with most alert
management solutions it relies on a relatively stable definition of what the current state should be
in terms of infrastructure and service availability. This is not the case for the SDP as it will be
continually reconfiguring itself depending on the observation and processing schedule required.
To compensate for this, the alerting solution will require custom development of plugins that
understand the scheduling requirements so will be able to dynamically adjust the expected state
in order to carry out effective system and service checks. This will be achieved through an
interface to the Telescope Manager via TANGO for the Telescope State, matched with telemetry
recorded in ElasticSearch.

Figure 14 - Centralised log and metrics analytics performed on the aggregated data
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17.5. Software Define Infrastructure - Monitoring OpenStack - A special
case
For monitoring, OpenStack provides an internal solution under the umbrella of OpenStack
Telemetry Ceilometer, Panko, Gnocchi, and Aodh.
Some elements of OpenStack Telemetry will be required as this is part of the internal OpenStack
status reporting and event management. The Ceilometer pipelines (Ceilometer with the Ironic
plugin) can feed directly to a Kafka message queue, which can in turn be processed by Logstash
into the ElasticStack (or any other external monitoring solution). This can form the basis of the
hardware inventory database required for the SDP platform state monitoring. However, this will
not solve the overall system status requirements where a custom solution will need to be
developed to harvest the 'desired state' information required from the Telescope Manager via the
TANGO interface.

17.6. Testing the Reference Implementation
Testing of the reference implementation has been carried out on the Catalyst Cloud, OpenStack
cloud computing resource. This service uses KVM virtualised hosts on common open compute
hardware. This does not achieve the same performance that the proposed dedicated compute
resource that will be employed by the SDP using OpenStack with bare metal services (Ironic).
However, by benchmarking on a lower resource specification this will give a simple
approximation of what will be possible on the dedicated SDP platform.
The illustrated testing scenarios do not show the true peak performance of any of the service
components.

17.6.1. Testing Process
The aim of the tests are to provide comparable load to the estimates of the Compute Island peak
throughput. To inject some realism into theses tests, a sample of syslogs collected from hosts
that have had the default services installed from Ubuntu 16.04 such as sshd, ntp,
systemd-journal, systemd-resolve etc. This has also had dockerd installed with logging pointed
to logspout log files as well as syslog. These combined outputs have been replicated to provide
sufficient and representative input providing a high ingest workload.
The ingest workload has been performed using two different scenarios:
●
●

Filebeat syslog file input to Logstash ingester
Filebeat syslog file input direct to Kafka

This tests two possible scenarios - ingest of syslog messages that need reformatting/parsing
using Logstash filters, and ingest of purely standardised syslog input messages directly with
Filebeat.
In both scenarios, the log ingest side marshals syslog messages into JSON and then pushes
them onto a Kafka topic message queue.
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Once the messages have been pushed onto the Kafka message queue a separate Logstash
shipper instance (separate host) pulls the messages off the queue and passes them onto the
ElasticSearch database. The ElasticSearch database is not required in the context of the
Compute Island scenario test, but it gives an opportunity to review the results of the testing, and
to search and visualise the log data. The Logstash shipper emulates the process of forwarding
the messages from the local Compute Island into the central Kafka message queuing service
from where the logs will finally be transformed and inserted into the central ElasticSearch
indexes.
Throughout, there is a separate stream of metric data being generated that is flowing through a
separate topic Id. This was done to illustrate the idea that sustained input from a heavy source
can be partitioned from other lighter weight sources without degrading service.

Figure 15 - Reference Implementation Testing

17.6.2. Test Summary
The main indicators for the throughput tests are the Kafka message input rate (messages/s), and
LogStash event input/output rates (events are equivalent to messages). These values need to
be evaluated in the context of the server load as measured by CPU, and Memory consumption.
Throughout the tests, the ElasticSearch indexing rate fell behind the message rate. This was
due to the minimal sizing of the ElasticSearch database. To test that this was not having a
detrimental effect on the pipeline processing, the LogStash Shipper output was swapped for
output { null { } }, which effectively drops all output after the filter processing. This produced no
noticeable difference in the LogStash Shipper performance, and indicates that ElasticSearch is
efficient at maintaining a high buffer rate, while working through the indexing process.
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ElasticSearch performance is not a concern in this context, as there sufficient industry evidence
that the database will scale to the million message/s mark provided a dedicated cluster is
developed17. Experience tells, that designing an ElasticSearch cluster is an iterative and organic
process that is sensitive to characteristics of the ingested data - the document rate, document
sizes, document fields and data types, the number of indexes (likely to be analogous to individual
observations in the SDP use case), the sharding strategy required, and the live search
requirements. The nature of these elements are not yet known and are unlikely to be available in
sufficient detail until detailed design has been performed for the pipeline processing as well as
first and second phase commissioning. The same issue exists for the observation schedule
which is likely to be the single largest influence on volume and growth where type, length and
density of observations will impact on the volume and chemistry of logs.
The testing performed has confirmed and highlighted a number of things:
●

●

●

●

The Beat architecture which has been written in Go as opposed to Java, and is the
strategic direction of the Elastic Co (commercial entity behind the ElasticStack), is
proving to be at least as efficient as the older LogStash architecture, and in some case
more performant.
LogStash performance tuning is involved and will depend on the pipeline composition in
particular the effect of filters required to transform logging data. The more logging data
can be pre-formatted in the source application the better, and the most ideal interface is
predefined JSON.
Kafka provides an effective buffer between components in the pipeline and will absorb
the shock of spikes in logging data which will be important for forensics as major
incidents typically come with a major increase in logging output.
The design principle of hierarchical aggregation from the Compute Nodes, to Compute
Island Head level, on up to the central Cluster will be necessary to distribute the load of
log data transformation, and provide the necessary isolation from different load demands
on varying parts of the Cluster.
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